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1. Introduction 

The human skeleton system has a terrific potential to regenerate itself after injury if the injury size is not       critical 

[1]. The critical size of a bone defect is ranged between 1–3 cm in which implants are needed if the injury is critical [2]. 

The application for bone scaffold as a bone implant for bone defects has been studied extensively in the past few decades 

[3–5]. The usual architecture of bone scaffold usually involves only uniformly distribution of pore and strut size. 

However, cancellous bone architecture involves non uniform architecture, in which the thickness and spaces of trabeculae 

varies depending on the skeletal site. In general, cancellous bone that is situated towards cortical usually has denser 

trabecular since stress transferred from cortical simulate bone synthesis [6]. Besides, skeletal site of the bone also affects 

the cancellous bone architecture as different skeletal site expose differently to the stress [7]. Hence, functionally graded 

architecture (FGA) is the way in moving forward in bone scaffold application. Polymers such as polyethylene 

terephthalate (PET), poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) PLGA, (poly ɛ-caprolactone) PCL, (polyethylene glycol) PEG, 

(polybutylene terephthalate) PBT, (polylactic acid) PLA and (polyglycolic acid) PGA has been received attention in for 

implant application [8–11]. In addition to that, PLA has been certified safe by U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

for clinical application which shows good biocompatibility [12], [13]. Despite of that, polymer is considered inferior in 

terms of mechanical strength in relative to metal, ceramic, and composite [14]. However, PLA has a Young’s modulus 

of (0.3- 4.14 GPa), which is sufficient for possible cancellous bone application [15,16]. There are many studies that used 
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PLA as potential material for bone scaffold application. Gregor et al. fabricated a uniform architechture bone scaffold 

using PLA filament using ordinary commercial 3D printer [8]. Noordin et al. developed a uniform PLA porous scaffold 

and analyse the mechanical properties of bone scaffold using finite element analysis [3]. Rodrigues et al. manufactured 

and analysed uniform PLA porous scaffold using FFF in terms of mechanical strength and degradation [17]. However, 

the above studies do not apply the FGA in developing PLA bone scaffold. 

A good bone scaffold should have several characteristics in terms of mechanical properties, permeability, 

biodegradability and biocompatibility [18]. In terms of mechanical properties, the application of bone scaffold is essential 

to determine the type of experiment that need to be conducted [19]. Application of bone scaffold on the femur or tibia 

will need compression experiment as femur and tibia experiences more compression load in relative to other types of due 

to its nature of skeletal site that support weight bearing. In this study, the bone scaffold is intended for the use in femur 

reconstruction. Several factors will influence the performance of bone scaffold application such manufacturing 

technology, material used and scaffold architecture. For example, applying subtractive manufacturing to produce bone 

scaffold will produce higher mechanical strength in  relative to additive manufacturing [20] but subtractive manufacturing 

has limitation in producing complex architecture such as FGA. Additionally, FGA type of scaffold enables to absorb 

more energy compared to their uniform counterpart during loading [21]. The bone scaffold architecture is important as it 

can affect the aforementioned characteristics greatly [22]. Recently, several studies have been made to evaluate the 

performance of FGA for bone scaffold application [21,23–25]. However, the application of FGA using additive 

manufacturing via fused filament fabrication, FFF for polymer is very limited. Hence, this paper would highlight and 

evaluate the use of FFF in FGA using polylactide (PLA) material. 

 

2. Materials and Method 

2.1 Manufacturing of Bone Scaffold 

Different types of specimens were designed and modelled in CAD software as shown in Fig. 1. The specimens were 

designed with a bulk volume of 181818 mm. PLA filament was used as the material in the additive manufacturing. A 

3D printer machine (Ultimaker 3, Netherlands) with a resolution of 20 micron was used in manufacturing the specimen 

with 100% infill. The additive manufactured specimens are as shown in Fig. 2 with characteristics as displayed in Table 

1. Solid specimen was also being fabricated to act as a control. Three replications were made for each type of specimen. 

 

2.2 Compression Test 

Compression test were done by using universal testing machine (Instron 8874, Norwood, USA). The strain rate was 

set at 1.4 mm/min by using 25kN load cell until the specimens failed. Replications were made and the young’s modulus 

and yield strength were determined using ISO 844 standards. 

 
Fig. 1 - 3D model design for PLA specimens 

 

 
Fig. 2 - PLA specimens 
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Table 1 - Characteristics of fabricated specimens 

Model 
Volu

me 

(mm3) 

Porosity 

(%) 

Top surface Cross sectional area 

(mm2) 

Total Surface area 

(mm2) 

Vertically Dense-top rod 

(VDR) 

5832.0

8 
58.70 91.53 25197.60 

Radially Dense-in rod 

(RDR) 

5831.4

8 
64.83 56.08 7992.36 

Subtract VDR (SVDR) 
3423.2

1 
41.30 232.47 17333.70 

Subtract RDR (SRDR) 
3780.6

1 
35.17 267.92 14749.96 

Solid 5832 0 324 1944 

 

3. Result and Discussion 

3.1 Stress Strain Curve for Every Sample 

In Fig. 3, the stress strain curve of solid and porous PLA specimens under compression test. The straight-line in the 

early staged of PLA specimens stress- strain curve implies that a linear or direct relationship throughout elastic region, 

the material obeys the Hooke’s law. In addition to that, the PLA specimens exhibits brittle behaviour. This is because, 

the value of stress of the solid specimen immediately goes down once yield is achieved. For sample SVDR and SRDR, 

value of stress goes up after the specimens is further compressed is because densification has occurred as the strut of the 

PLA specimens totally collapsed and the surface of PLA specimen is overlapping to each other. However, for RDR and 

VDR, densification does not occur due to the rod architecture that prevents the PLA specimen to overlap each other when 

it is being further compress. In addition to that, it could be observed that the rodlike FGA (RDR and VDR) has superior 

strain energy density compared to the SVDR and SRDR as both of them has higher surface area of the below stress – 

strain curve. Moreover, RDR and VDR exhibits anisotropic behaviour in contrast to SRDR and SVDR.       This can be 

shown in Fig. 3, in which the stress- strain curve for RDR and VDR that shows sudden dropped in stress value which 

indicate plastic collapsed occur. Meanwhile, SRDR show smooth and steady increase in stress and strain value up until 

0.3 strain of compression without any sudden drop in stress value. 

 
Fig. 3 - Stress- strain curve of PLA specimens under compression test 

 

3.2 Mechanical Properties   

Fig. 4 shows the mechanical properties of PLA specimens with the associated cross-section area in terms of Young’s 

modulus, yield strength and stiffness. In general, all of the PLA specimens have a Young’s modulus that is in ranged 

with the cancellous bone (0.01-2 GPa) [26].  It could be deduced that the PLA specimen that has higher young’s modulus 

have higher yield strength too. RDR has the highest modulus and yield strength followed by VDR, solid, SRDR and 

SVDR. In general, the higher the porosity of a specimen, the lower the mechanical properties of the specimens [20]. This 

statement could be shown when solid is compared to SRDR and SVDR specimen, in which solid has the highest 
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mechanical properties followed by SRDR and SVDR respectively. However, in the case of RDR and VDR, both PLA 

specimen has higher mechanical properties than solid specimen although the solid has lower porosity. This can be due to 

the lower cross section area of RDR and VDR as σ=F/A, where σ is stress, F is axial load and A is cross section area. 

The value of A is inversely proportional to the value of σ which means lower value of A will result of higher stress. This 

can be further shown in Fig. 4(c) that shows the value of stiffness in N/mm unit in which solid has the highest value 

followed by, SRDR, SVDR, VDR and RDR. When A is disregarded, the value of stiffness of PLA specimens follows 

the concept of the lower the porosity, the lower the mechanical properties of the sample. In general, the architecture of 

scaffold effects the mechanical properties of the scaffold which can be shown by Bartnikowski et al. [27] works, in which 

in their study that the 90˚ angle strut design scaffold has the highest mechanical properties in relative with other angle 

strut design with a significant percentage although the porosity of all the bone scaffold is relatively the same.   

 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 4 - Mechanical properties of PLA specimens: a) modulus; b) yield strength; c) stiffness 

 

3.3 Fracture Mechanism   

 Fig. 5 shows the fracture mechanism of PLA specimens namely SVDR, VDR, SRDR and RDR. Syahrom et al. [28] 

has classified 3 types of fracture that occurs in cancellous bone during uniaxial compression test namely, oblique fracture, 

perpendicular global fracture and scattered localized fracture. Solid cube PLA undergoes perpendicular global fracture 

due to the uniformly 100% infill solid structure. In case of SVDR, as the compression progress, it could be observed that 

perpendicular fracture take place starting from the upper part of the specimen since SVDR has smaller strut size (higher 

porosity) at the top part of the specimen. As SVDR is further compressed densification started as the scaffold strut of 

lower and upper part overlap each other which can be proven in Fig. 3 which indicates the increase of stress value of 

SVDR when it was being compressed to 0.3 strain. On the other hand, VDR experiences initial perpendicular global 

fracture at the lower part of the specimen as the VDR has smaller strut size (higher porosity) at the lower part.  

Densification in VDR only occurs during the initial point (at 0.14 strain) as shown in Fig. 3 and beginning to drop 

afterwards. However, SRDR responds was a bit different from SVDR and VDR in which the deformity of the specimen 

occurs uniformly between the upper part and lower part. The global perpendicular fraction occurs at the centre (as marked 

in Fig 5(c)) of the specimen as the porosity of SRDR varies not in vertically manner but in radial manner. As it is being 

further compressed, densification could be observed starting to occur in which the specimen is being overlapped in layer 

form which can be proven in the increasing of stress value of SRDR stress- strain curve in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5(d) shows the 

behaviour of RDR when it is being compressed uniaxially. It can be observed that RDR fracture mechanism is partially 

oblique fracture in which fracture initiation occurs at the side upper part and side lower part fracture. This is due to the 

architecture of RDR which has smaller strut that (higher porosity) at the side of the specimen. When the specimen was 

being compressed, RDR tend to collapse slantly as oblique fracture occurred and densification did not happen as the RDR 
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did not overlap with each other as shown in the decrease of stress value of RDR in Fig. 3 after compressive strength was 

achieved. Although the all the specimens were using the same material, the fracture behaviour of the specimens were 

different from one another due to different architecture. 

 
Fig. 5 - Fracture mechanism of: a) SVDR; b) VDR; c) SRDR; d) RDR 

 

4. Conclusion 

 Polymeric based bone scaffold can be considered as temporary cancellous bone analogue as all of the PLA specimen 

has modulus ranged from 1 GPa to 2 GPa which in in the ranged of cancellous bone modulus. In case of mechanical 

properties, RDR and VDR type of structure exhibits superior mechanical properties in terms of modulus and yield 

strength in relative to SRDR and VDR. However, RDR and VDR is inferior to SRDR and SVDR in terms of stiffness 

which means RDR and VDR are less suitable in skeletal site, where high deformities are needed. 
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